Your mission in Mars-gravity, Moon-G and Zero-G on world’s largest single-aisle flight vehicle
Our simple reservation process for your history-making flight mission hinges on the “first-come, first-served” basis:
apply now and join the record-breaking world of SpaceLand !

Mission led by the first private astronaut-engineer candidate for the Russian Space Station
NASA-supported International Space Station phase 1 - phase 2 program
www.spaceref.com/news/viewpr.html?pid=1867 - www.iafastro.org/biographie/carlo-viberti.html

How can I make a reservation with SpaceLand ?
The experience of a SpaceLand flight mission is really unique: the lifelong
dream to fly like an astronaut and conduct experiments in Mars-gravity for
many thousands of people around the world can now become a reality: thus,
demand for our currently available seats is high.
Make sure that you get your flight seat before this opening; and if you wish to conduct STEAMM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, Arts, Math or Medical) experiments, send us your wish-list: the sooner, the better !
From April 22nd, 2022, the reservation will be open for all on www.SpaceLand.it/mission (TBC), but you can
apply now to make sure that you will be in the first crew on this unprecedented event !
What can I expect from the SpaceLand reservation process?
Based on our long-term experience with NASA, we are well aware that such types of missions are a big
endeavour for any human being: thus, as such, we use this process to connect with you, answer all your questions
and introduce you to the SpaceLand program and to all the benefits for your passion for science and for any career
opportunity in STEAMM disciplines which you might want to pursue. Starting this year, tranches of mission
seats will be released periodically. On April 22, 2022 the first period for reservation will go live → a seat on this
amazing first mission will be accessible to the world and that is why you have this unique chance to beat the
competition by secure your seat in advance, by applying now !
The first step is to complete our application form, hereafter, and submit it along with a confirmatory deposit (no
refund deposit) amounting to 50% of the price herebelow mentioned: please send the form, which you can find at
the end of this document, with all your data and a copy of a proof of wire-transfer, through your bank, of 2450
EUR plus 15% VAT for a total of 2817,50 EUR. This payment secures your reservation and implies that you have
already made sure that you are healthy and fit to fly, namely you have been given a medical certificate for
SCUBA sport diving which you can send over to us within one month from the application. Your medical status
will be one more time checked locally at the SpaceLand port, to confirm it in the week of your training and flight
mission. Should the medical certificate not be valid anylonger at the date of the mission, you will go through a
final medical check-up at the flight operations site by a local physician with an additional cost of approx. 70 EUR.
My SpaceLand flight is committed ? Will I fly for sure ?
We will commit to your training and flight mission once we have received the final down-payment, namely the
remaining 50%, to be credited on SpaceLand bank account with value date not less than 30 days before the first
day of the week slated for the flight mission: this latter shall be communicated at the end of this year. If you
decide not to participate any longer to the flight mission, we will cancel your application, retaining the deposit to
cover administrative and mission de-commissioning costs .
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When will I know exactly the date of my SpaceLand flight?
We want you to enjoy the best VIP experience in Mars-gravity, Moon-gravity and in weightlessness on board our
amazing, unique flight vehicle: the exact dates for mission training and flight can be precisely confirmed at the
end of the year, same for the exact SpaceLand port location, which will certainly be located in the wonderful
resort mentioned to you during our earlier contacts. Such a later communication is due to final arrangements for
the STEAMM experiments to be brought on board by other participants, including top-level scientists whom you
might want to collaborate with. Visit, for instance, our website presenting earlier flight missions which we carried
out at NASA for the Nobel Prize winning scientist’s group on most valuable biomedical sciences, conducted
involving record-breaking kids, elderly and people with disabilities: https:://en.spaceland.it/media-amp-events/massmedia-on-stem/a-kid-in-weightlessness-for-alzheimer/c_19.

Given the amount of requests which we are receiving world-wide,
you should reserve your flight mission now, to make sure that you will become a SpaceLander from today !
All SpaceLanders will have a unique identify code indicating the order in which they will fly: where you are on
our waiting list is important because, although not exact, it will be reflective of the final SpaceLander number you
will receive. At the moment, more than 500 future SpaceLanders are joining our community and receiving an
SpaceLander number. Your place in line on the waitlist will be function of the timing of receipt of your
application, relative to others following the same process.
How long can I retain my application as valid ?
If you apply today, you will certainly fly within the next year, since our flight vehicle takes off and land as a
standard jetliner and can be relocated to conduct the mission at the SpaceLand port not far from your region.
How much is a reservation with SpaceLand?
The flight cost for a short flight with sub-orbital flight providers in very small cabins starts from a minimum of
$450,000 without any underwater zero-gravity training, and there is a non-negligible risk of mission failure with
serious consequences, as reported by international media reports in the recent years.
Not with SpaceLand !
On board the world’s greatest single-aisle vehicle of the SpaceLand flight missions, you will spend approximately
1% (one percent !) of such prices, ONLY ! And this includes a great training period in a marvellous natural resort
for a much smoother, longer and zero-risk experience, much better than any competitor: experimenting, having
fun like an astronaut on Mars or on the Moon, in a large space and without any hazard!
All the following benefits will be yours: check hereafter……
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SpaceLand flight mission – contributions to the costs per participant

SpaceLander package: 4900 EUR per person plus local VAT, including
a specific 2-day training on site;
video-file with footage and images of flight activities;
snacks and beverages during the flight;
example of flight configuration from previous research flights

and...
anti-slippery socks;
medical and operational assistance during the site;
VIP entry ticket to re-gravitation party and award ceremony
mission diploma
insurance for the flight

SpaceLand VIP: 6900 EUR each, including all the above items, plus the following extra-benefits
mission-dedicated flight suit
special T-shirt
limited-number shock-proof wrist-watch
VIP seating and VIP floating area on board
VIP assistance by a NASA/ESA flight veteran

By signing this document, I declare that I am covered by a personal insurance for all other circumstances of my
travel, my preparation and my activities outside the SpaceLand flight
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SpaceLand Flight Mission 2023-1
APPLICATION FORM

please write in CAPITAL

LETTERS

FAMILY NAME / SURNAME:______________________________________________
Name (first name): ____________________________________________________
E-mail address: ______________________________@_________________________
I am (choose one):
INVESTOR / ENTREPRENEUR
SCIENTIST / RESEARCHER / TECHNOLOGY INNOVATOR
TEACHER
LAWYER/JURIST
STUDENT
MEDIA REPRESENTATIVE or JOURNALIST
Other: (please specify) _____________________________________________________

SpaceLand 2023-1 application form
continues from previous page

Post address: square/street _______________________________________________________
Post code / ZIP: ______________

Number: ___________

Town_________________________________________________________________

Province/County:____________________________ State / Nation _______________________________________________
Landine phone nr: + _________________________________ Mobile: + ___________________________________________
E-mail:__________________________________________ @_____________________________________________________
Passport nr.: ________________________________

Valid until (dd/mm/yy): ____________________________________

I need details for the accommodation package: (YES or NO) _________

I am interested in the following (pick one; if more, number your first priorities with 1, 2, etc. ):
Planetary exploration (robotic and crewed systems, space labs and habitats)
Microgravity STEAMM (science, technology, engineering, arts, math & medicine) opportunities
Satellite aerial-launchers and sat debris clean-up systems
Astronaut health, fitness, nutrition and spin-off’s to everyday’s life on Earth
Space Tourism, space-fashion and space-culture business
Entrepreneurship and Finance for the above sectors
Space Tourism and having fun !
In order to validate my application, I hereby attach my proof of payment in US Dollars at today’s exchange rate to:







Bank: THE MAURITIUS COMMERCIAL BANK LIMITED
Account holder: SpaceLand Africa Ltd
IBAN: MU57MCBL0944000444000798 USD
account nr. 000 444 000 798
SWIFT Code / BIC: MCBLMUMU

for my training and flight as (please pick one)
SpaceLander: 4900 EUR + 15% tax = 5635 EUR which I pay 50% as confirmatory deposit in US dollars
or
SpaceLand VIP: 6900 EUR + 15% tax = 7935 EUR which I pay 50% as confirmatory deposit in US dollars
For any special request for experiments, I will send my specifications through a separate email
By signing this, I fully agree on the conditions explained in this document made of 6 pages, declaring that I hold a personal
insurance to cover all possible hazards and other negative circumstances related to my travel, my preparation and my
activities outside the SpaceLand flight, and that my medical health will be checked by SpaceLand in the week before flight
Family name and first name: ______________________________________
Date of signature: (dd/mm/yy): ______/_______ /________
Readible signature: _________________________________________________
Please fill in, sign and Email to: SpaceLand@SpaceLand.it
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